GRaham mathew CeleBRates aN INCRedIBle 50 YeaRs!
Graham Mathew is proud to announce
its 50th Anniversary. Established
in 1967, we are a deep-rooted
Cambridge firm of Chartered Professional
Accountants who service clients
throughout the Region of Waterloo and
beyond. In an era when companies come
and go, we have achieved 5 decades of
innovation and steady growth. The firm
has forged many community, business
and professional relationships that have
spanned decades.
Our firm prides its success on our
steadfast commitment to our founding
principles, client service, embracing

new ideas, and technology. This was
demonstrated by the birth of our
sister company Parkwood Computer
Services. Inc. in 1969.
For many years, our firm occupied the
historic building at 211 Water St. across
from Galt Collegiate. When we outgrew
these premises we moved to the more
contemporary office space located at
150 Pinebush Rd.
Our dynamic team of accountants
work with privately-owned businesses,
as well as organizations in the
not-for-profit, municipal government,
and mutual insurance sectors to provide

a wide range of public accounting and
taxation services.

of numerous local charities and not for
profit and recreational organizations that
improve and enrich the city we call home.

We focus on implementing tax
efficient business plans for family
oriented entrepreneurs often utilizing
Family Trusts. We offer advice on
intergenerational transfers of the family
business and assist clients through
the transition from the sale of their
business to investing the proceeds in
an investment holding company.

At Graham Mathew, we make it our
mission to provide growth opportunities
and long-lasting relationships with our
clients, employees and our community.
The same vision and drive that has
been our inspiration for the past half a
century is our motivation for the next
chapter of our firm.

The
partners
and
staff
at
Graham Mathew are conscious of the
community in which we live and work
and, as such, we are ardent supporters

2017 will be a year of celebration and
recognition of our clients, colleagues
and employees, all who contributed to
our success.

in nature, adaptability is everything
in business, adaptability is our thing
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